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	Develop your digital/online marketing skills and learn web analytics to understand the performance of websites and ad campaigns. Approaches covered will be immediately useful for business or nonprofit organizations. If you are completely new to Google Analytics and you want to learn the basics, this guide will introduce you to the content quickly.


	Web analytics is critical to online marketers as they seek to track return on investment and optimize their websites. Introduction to Google Analytics covers the basics of Google Analytics, starting with creating a blog, and monitoring the number of people who see the blog posts and where they come from.


	
		What You’ll Learn

		
			Understand basic techniques to generate traffic for a blog or website
	
			Review the performance of a website or campaign
	
			Set up a Shopify account to track ROI
	
			Create and maximize AdWords to track conversion
	
			Discover opportunities offered by Google, including the Google Individual Qualification


	
		Who This Book Is For




	Those who need to get up to speed on Google Analytics tools and techniques for business or personal use. This book is also suitable as a student reference.
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iOS Code Testing: Test-Driven Development and Behavior-Driven Development with SwiftApress, 2017

	
		Put into motion practical examples to master Test-Driven Development (TDD) and acceptance testing in Swift.
	


	
		This book uses a pragmatic approach to writing well-tested code and provides techniques that can be used to retrofit tests to legacy code bases. You'll be introduced to basic principles of TDD, such as...
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Encyclopedia of Diagnostic ImagingSpringer, 2008

	The aim of this comprehensive encyclopedia is to provide detailed information on diagnostic radiology contributing to the broad field of imaging. The simple A to Z format provides easy access to relevant information. Extensive cross references between keywords and related articles enable efficient searches in a user-friendly manner. The wide...
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The Olympic Textbook of Medicine in Sport (The Encyclopaedia of Sports Medicine)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	This comprehensive new volume in the Encyclopaedia of Sports Medicine series, published under the auspices of the International Olympic Committee, delivers an up-to-date, state of the art presentation of the medical conditions that athletes may suffer from during training and competition.


	Presented in a clear style and format,...
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DOM Scripting: Web Design with JavaScript and the Document Object ModelApress, 2010

	This book deals with a programming language, but it isn’t intended for programmers. This is a book for web designers. Specifically, this book is intended for standards-aware designers who are comfortable using CSS and HTML. If that sounds like you, read on.


	This book is made up of equal parts code and concepts. Don’t be...
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Text Mining for Biology And BiomedicineArtech House Publishers, 2005
Univ. of Manchester, UK. Text provides bioinformatic practitioners with   full range of text mining techniques to help address challenges in mining   biology and biomedical texts. Includes methods of natural language   processing (NLP) and their application in the biological domain; various   lexical, terminological, and ontological resources; and...
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Beginning Java 8 Language Features: Lambda Expressions, Inner Classes, Threads, I/O, Collections, and StreamsApress, 2014

	Beginning Java 8 Language Features covers essential and advanced features of the Java programming language such as the new lambda expressions (closures), inner classes, threads, I/O, Collections, garbage collection, streams, and more. Author Kishori Sharan provides over 60 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and...
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